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ABSTRACT
A method of playing golf in which a user can play against a professional golfer. A first professional (pro) golfer plays a round of golf at a selected golf course, which round is recorded. Later, which time is at least five days but may be a week, a month or more later, a plurality of amateurs play a round of golf at the selected golf course, which rounds are also recorded. The pro round and the amateur rounds are compared, and each of the amateurs is provided a plaque or other memorabilia comparing the scores of the amateurs to the professional.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM PERMITTING A USER TO PLAY GOLF AGAINST A SELECTED PROFESSIONAL

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates generally to the field of electronic systems for capturing and displaying golf information, and more particularly to a system that lowers the cost of playing golf with or against a professional golfer.

[0003] 2. Statement of the Problem

[0004] Most avid golfers would relish a chance to compare their golfing ability to professional golfers, and particularly well-known golfers that they admire. A search of the Internet yields only a few entries relating to ways of playing against or with a pro. All of them state that playing with a pro is expensive. The cheapest entries into a pro-am tournament cost five thousand dollars or more, and the entry fee for many is in the range of twenty-five thousand dollars. This cost is far more than an average golfer can afford. Thus, it would be highly desirable for a system and method that permits an average golfer to compare his or her skills to a professional golfer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a generalized electronic personal coaching system according to the invention;

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates the display of physical factors that may be automatically entered via a coordinate locater and information system;

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates the display of some factors that may be entered via a conventional pull down menu, and icons that may be used to enter physical factors that are described by pictures;

[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates a first layer of pictures that may be displayed to communicate the lie of the ball to the system;

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates a second layer of pictures that may be displayed to assist the user in communicating one aspect of the lie of the ball;

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates another second layer of pictures that may be displayed to assist the user in communicating a second aspect of the lie of the ball;

[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates pictures that may be displayed to assist the user in communicating the ball position relative to the golfer;

[0012] FIG. 8 illustrates pictures that may be displayed to assist the user in communicating the slope of ground in the immediate neighborhood of the ball;

[0013] FIG. 9 illustrates how various distances found from a course map and a coordinate locater system may be displayed;

[0014] FIG. 10 illustrates a cell phone with camera that may be used to take pictures of the physical situation of the ball;

[0015] FIG. 11 illustrates a screen that may be displayed on a cell phone to assist the user in communicating with the system of FIG. 1;

[0016] FIG. 12 illustrates a picture of an overhead view of the user’s golf ball as may be displayed prior to communicating it to the system;

[0017] FIG. 13 illustrates a picture of an back view of the user’s golf ball as may be displayed prior to communicating it to the system;

[0018] FIG. 14 illustrates a picture of a front view of the user’s golf ball as may be displayed prior to communicating it to the system;

[0019] FIG. 15 illustrates a picture of an right side view of the user’s golf ball as may be displayed prior to communicating it to the system;

[0020] FIG. 16 illustrates a picture of an distance view including the user’s golf ball as may be displayed prior to communicating it to the system;

[0021] FIG. 17 illustrates a computer display of the information collected by the user as described in connection with FIGS. 9-16 as may be viewed by a professional;

[0022] FIG. 18 illustrates the personal coaching system of FIG. 1 according to a preferred embodiment of the invention focusing on the databases of the system;

[0023] FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating a system set-up process according to a preferred embodiment of the invention;

[0024] FIG. 20 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process according to the invention that may be used for consulting with a golf professional about a round of golf that has been recorded and stored by the system;

[0025] FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process according to the invention for providing personal coaching via an electronic coach while the user is playing golf;

[0026] FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process according to the invention for providing personal coaching via a help desk when the user faces a particularly difficult decision while the user is playing golf;

[0027] FIG. 23 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process according to the invention for providing personal coaching from a golf professional while the user is playing golf;

[0028] FIG. 24 is another block diagram of system according to the invention, focusing on the fact that the professional computers, communication network and server provide a call center according to the invention;

[0029] FIG. 25 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process according to the invention for providing personal coaching via a golf call center system;

[0030] FIG. 26 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a home screen or a golf instruction web site or program according to the invention;

[0031] FIG. 27 is an exemplary embodiment of a “club house” or home base screen of the golf instruction web site or program according to the invention;

[0032] FIG. 28 is an exemplary embodiment of a golf instruction web site or program screen that permits the communication of particular golfing physical situations to the user and permits the entry of actions or play responsive to the physical situation;

[0033] FIG. 29 is an exemplary embodiment of a web site or program screen that illustrates the display of the actions of FIG. 28 responsive to a particular physical situation as they may be entered by a user;

[0034] FIG. 30 is flow chart illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a process and system for allowing a play a round of golf and compares it to a round played by a selected professional on the same course;

[0035] FIG. 31 is a flow chart illustrating and exemplary embodiment of a process and system for comparing the play of a pro and a user;
FIG. 32 is a flow chart illustrating a process for permitting a golf resort to promote the playing of golf at the resort by providing low cost pro-am tournaments; and FIG. 33 shows an exemplary embodiment of a plaque that may be provided to amateur players at the conclusion of a pro-am golf tournament.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

In one embodiment, we describe herein a method of playing golf in which a user can play against a professional golfer, the method comprising: a first professional (pro) golfer playing a round of golf at a selected golf course; recording the round of golf to provide a first record of the first pro playing the selected golf course, the recording including recording the stroke score of the first pro for the round of golf at the selected course; storing the first pro first record; sometime later, which time is at least five days but may be a week, a month or more later, a plurality of amateurs playing a round of golf at the selected golf course and recording the rounds of the amateurs, the recordings including at least the stroke score of each of the amateurs during their round; comparing the stroke scores of each of the amateurs to the stroke score of the first pro first record; and providing to each of the amateurs a plaque or other memorabilia showing the stroke score of the amateur and the stroke score of the first pro golfer for the round of golf. The method further may comprise recording the pro golfer playing a plurality of rounds of golf at the selected golf course a storing the recordings to provide a plurality of first pro records of rounds of golf at the selected golf course. In one embodiment, the comparing comprises selecting one of the plurality of the first pro records. In another embodiment, the one of the plurality of pro records is selected randomly from the plurality of first pro record. In another embodiment, the records include the weather conditions during each of the rounds and for each of the amateurs the one of the first pro records that is selected is the one in which the weather conditions are most similar to the weather conditions when the amateur plays the round amateur. In a further embodiment, the recording comprises recording at least one round of golf at the selected golf course by each of a plurality of golf professionals and the comparing comprises selecting one of the plurality of golf pros and comparing the stroke score of a round played by the selected pro. In another embodiment, each of the amateurs pays for the comparison and the selected pro is paid a portion of the charge. In another embodiment, the recordings includes a recording the shots made by the first pro during the round of golf and the shots made by each of the amateurs during their rounds and the comparing further includes comparing one or more of the shots made by the first pro to one or more of each of the amateurs. In another embodiment, an additional charge is made for the comparison of shots and a portion of the additional charge is paid to the selected pro.

In another aspect, there is described a method and system for promoting the playing of golf at a golf course, the method comprising: recording one or more rounds of golf played by each of one or more golf professionals (pros) as the golf course; announcing a pro-am golf tournament inviting amateur golfers to play against one or more professionals; recording an amateur round of golf played by each the amateur golfers playing in the tournament, the amateur rounds of golf played at least five days later than the one or more rounds of golf played by the one or more golf pros; comparing a selected pro round of golf played by one of the professionals to a selected amateur round of golf played by a selected one of the amateurs; and providing a plaque or other memorabilia recording the comparison to the selected amateur.

The flow goes to 1508 where a second professional golfer plays the course, for example m times, where m is any reasonable number for example one or ten times. Again the conditions, shots, results and locations of each shot may be recorded. And so on, until at 1510, the nth professional golfer plays the course q times with the conditions, shots, results and locations recorded. P may be any reasonable number, for example four, and q may be any reasonable number, for example six.

The process then turns to the playing by one or more amateurs. At 1514, a first amateur, who we will call John Smith, selects a pro to play against, then at 1518 selects which round that the pro played that the amateur will play against. In one example, the amateur selects a round played under the same conditions that exist when the amateur plays, or as close as possible to the same conditions. In another embodiment, the round is selected randomly. In a third embodiment the course event manager selects the round. The event manager is a person who is running the pro-am event. Or it could be done all or partially by computer.

At 1522 the user plays the course and records the conditions, shots, results and ball locations. At 1526 the comparison of play of the selected pro and the user is prepared. This will be shown in detail in FIG. 31. Below. At 1530 a plaque 1700 (FIG. 33), certificate or some other memorabilia of the event is prepared. The plaque will be discussed in more detail below.

At 1535 the invoice for John Smith is calculated. The costs will depend on the pro Mr. Smith selected to play, which round of the pro that was selected, and other choices made by Mr. Smith that will be discussed below. At sub-process 1540 Mr. Smith pays, at 1544 the pro’s commission is calculated, and at 1548 the pro is paid, and the process 1500 ends at 1550. In one embodiment, the commission that is paid the pro will depend on the pro, how many rounds he played for the amateurs to choose from and other options to be discussed below.

Turning now to FIG. 31, a flow chart 1526 illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a process and system for comparing the play of a pro and a user; Process 1526 starts at 1600 and flows to sub-process 1606 where the scores for each hole and the total scores are displayed. At 1610 the amateur can select whether the amateur wants to compare shots, which generally will create additional cost. If the amateur, Mr. Smith, for example, chooses not to compare shots, the process
flows to end 1620 via path 1615. If Mr. Smith chooses to compare shots, the process flows to 1628 via path 1624. At 1628, Mr. Smith selects which of his shots he wants to compare. Process 1526 then flows to 1632 where Mr. Smith can select whether he wants to compare it with a shot that the selected pro made from the same or a nearby location, or the Mr. Smith can select whether he wants to compare it to a similar shot that the selected pro made. If Mr. Smith selects the choice of a similar shot, the process proceeds to sub-process 1640 via path 1636. At 1640, the system finds one or more similar shots that the selected pro made. For example, if the shot Mr. Smith wants to compare is a chip shot over a bunker, the system will find any and all chip shots over a bunker or other obstacle that the selected pro made. If there are more than one such shots, Mr. Smith is given the opportunity to select one or more. The system then flows to sub-process 1644 via path 1642. At sub-process 1644, the selected shots are compared. If at sub-process 1632, Mr. Smith selects shot location, the process flows to sub-process 1664 via path 1660. At 1664, the system finds one or more shots made by the pro at the selected location. Mr. Smith can select one of more of the pro’s shots to compare, and the process moves to sub-process 1644 via path 1668 and the shots are displayed and/or compared. The process 1526 then flows to sub-process 1648 via path 1646, where Mr. Smith can select whether he wants to make another comparison. If Mr. Smith elects to make another comparison, the process moves back to sub-process 1628 via path 1596. If Mr. Smith chooses not to make another comparison, the process moves to end 1620 via path 1652.

Each of the choices made by Mr. Smith or other amateur not only provides additional information to Mr. Smith about his play and its comparison to the play of the selected pro, but also may cause an additional cost to be included in the invoice calculated at 1535. Prior to Mr. Smith playing, the various costs are shown on a menu or in another manner. Additionally, the costs are again displayed or otherwise made known to Mr. Smith at the junctures at which he makes the selections.

[0047] Turning now to FIG. 32, there is shown a chart of a process 1654 for another embodiment of a Pro-Am tournament which enables ordinary players with ordinary incomes play with a professional golfer. This figure also illustrates a process 1654 for permitting a golf resort to promote the playing of golf at the resort by providing low cost pro-am tournaments. Process 1654 starts at 1656. At 1558 the Golf course of other event sponsor announces the Pro-am followed by registration of amateurs and the collection of entry fees. In one embodiment, this tournament is played over one day, with the pro playing on the same course as the amateurs, though it may be played over one to four days, which may be consecutive but also may be spread over days before and after a professional tournament. At sub-process 1660, the professional golfer plays the course and records one or more of conditions, shots, results and locations of the shots. Then, in sub-process 1552, the amateurs play the course and record one or more of conditions, shots, results and locations of the shots. At 1664, each amateur may take a shot or two with the pro. At 1666, a comparison of the play of the pro and a selected amateur takes place. This sub-process is similar to sub-process 1526 of FIG. 31. In one embodiment, this sub-process and its options are selected by each of the amateurs and may have an additional cost. At 1668, there is a reception for the amateurs with the pro. During this reception, or at some other time, a picture is taken of each amateur with the pro as shown at 1670. At 1672 plaques 1700, which in one embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 33 is created. At 1674, which may take place at the reception or a banquet the forms part of the reception, the plaques may be awarded. Other awards also may be made. At 1676 the invoices for each amateur are calculated. At 1680, the amateurs pay any fee in excess of the entry fee. At 1684, the commissions of the pro above the pro’s basic commission are calculated. At 1688, the pro is paid these excess commissions. At 1692, the process 1654 ends.

[0048] FIG. 33 illustrates a plaque 1700 or other memorabilia that may be provided to the amateur or other user at the end of a pro-am tournament. Plaque 1700 may include the name 1702 of the course, the name 1704 of the tournament, a certification statement 1712, which may include the date 1714, the description 1720 of how many holes 1715 were played, the name 1716 of the amateur, the name 1717 of the pro, a listing 1718 of the respective scores, a picture 1730 of the amateur, the pro, or the amateur together with the pro, which may be on the course or in the clubhouse, or elsewhere, a statement of the location 1734, the date 1736, a signature 1738 of an approprate authority, and the title 1740 of the authority. Other elements may also be on the plaque.

[0049] Herein, the term “amateur” means a person who uses the system who wants to play with or against a professional. Any of the features in any of the drawings or description can be combined with any of the other features described in the drawings or description. In particular, the processes describe in FIGS. 30 through 33 are in some embodiments performed by computers as shown in FIGS. 1-29 and described in connection with those figures. For example, the comparing of FIGS. 30-33 is performed by computer and printouts of the comparisons may be provided to the amateurs. As another example, the memorabilia 1700 can be prepared electronically and delivered via a computer or cell phone 450, so the user can display it on the cell phone.

[0050] The system described greatly lowers the cost of playing in a pro-am tournament. Because in most embodiments hundreds or thousands of amateurs are able to compete, the cost per amateur can be under a hundred dollars. It can also be set at perhaps one to five hundred dollars and the courses that use the system will make significant profits and still be able to pay the professionals commissions that will incentivize the professionals to lend their names and playing to the system and method. Particularly at the lower charges for playing in the pro-am tournaments, the methods and apparatus can be gainfully employed by gold courses as promotional events. The memorabilia can serve as effective advertising for the courses. The lower cost for the pro-events as described allows pro-am events to be utilized by a much larger number of golf courses, including public courses that could not otherwise put on such an event.

[0051] The invention also provides a system and methods for providing personal coaching to persons playing sports, in real-time while they are engaged in the sport, and/or for practicing the judgmental aspects of golf at other times. As indicated above, one object of the invention is to level the playing field between the average player of a sport, such as golf, and the richer players and professionals. The disclosure is written in terms of the sport of golf, but it can also be applied to other sports. Another object of the inventor has been to create a system to provide coaching and meaningful practice in the aspects of a sport that require judgment and
strategy, in contrast to the physical aspects of a sport. For example, the majority of the time spent in the game of golf is devoted to judgment—choosing the right club, deciding on the shot, stance, ball position, body position, deciding how hard to swing, and so forth—yet, prior to the invention, the only time a golfer was able to practice this aspect is the relatively short time the golfer spends playing with a professional, which also was quite expensive. Another object of the invention has been to provide an easy to use sport professional coaching system. In its simplest and most transparent aspect, the invention accomplishes this goal. For example, a golfer playing a round of golf on a golf course, may find herself or himself facing a shot on which the golfer wishes he or she could consult with a professional. The golfer pulls out a cell phone, presses a button, a golf professional answers the phone, and somehow the professional knows exactly the shot the golfer is facing, and gives appropriate coaching. If the golfer’s phone has a camera, the pro might ask the golfer to take a picture of the ball. The golfer does this, and without the golfer doing anything else, the pro knows exactly the lie of the ball and can appropriately adjust the coaching. Or, in an alternative scenario, when the golfer needs professional guidance, the golfer pulls out his cell phone with built-in camera, takes a picture of the ball, and in about twenty seconds a professional is on the line providing great coaching without the golfer doing anything more. In this manner, the average player can consult with knowledgeable person, as easily as a professional golfer, or people with more money than others, can consult with a caddy.

[0052] The manner in which the invention makes the above scenarios possible is summarized in FIGS. 24 and 25 below and the discussion associated with these two figures. However, the invention provides much more than this. Various other embodiments of the invention that will assist the reader in understanding how the scenarios above are made possible by the invention and which include features that may be used in creating the scenarios, are discussed in connection with FIGS. 1 through 23. A golf instruction and practice website and/or game program according to the invention that utilizes some features of the invention is disclosed in FIGS. 26-29.

[0053] Since the invention relates to a subject matter that is not in common use, i.e., providing coaching regarding the judgmental aspects of a sport with an electronic system, there are no commonly used terms available for many of the concepts. Thus, in some cases, we have had to create such terms. The terms generally should be interpreted in a common sense manner. For example, when a physical situation is referred to, it means a situation that can be described in physical terms that ordinarily occurs in the particular support and involves only conditions that actually influence play in the sport. Thus, in respect to golf, it includes things like the distance from the ball to the green or pin, the grade between the ball and the green, the green speed, the obstacles between the ball and the green, the conditions of the ground, the lie of the ball, the slope along the intended line of flight of the ball, the ball position uphill or downhill relative to the golfer, and the wind speed. It does not mean the position of the stars, or whether there is a golf cart moving along the periphery of the course. That is, the terms used in this disclosure should be interpreted narrowly within the meanings usually used in sports or, if a particular sport is referred to, within the meanings usually used in the particular sport in question. With respect to the sport of golf, the term “grade to green” means the amount that the elevation of the green differs from the elevation of the ball, “obstacle” means an object between the ball and the green that could deflect or stop the flight of the ball, ground conditions mean whether the ground on which the ball lies is soft, hard, wet, or dry, lie means the type of terrain on which the ball lies or in the immediate surroundings of the ball, e.g., fairway, rough, sand, mud, water, gravel, etc., slope means the slant of the terrain in the immediate surroundings of the ball in the direction along the intended line of flight of the ball, and ball position, in the context of physical situation, means the whether the ball is uphill or downhill from the player along the direction perpendicular to the left-to-right plane of the body of the golfer. The term “action” or “play item”, means something that the player can physically adjust either in his body or club to change how the ball will fly when hit, such as the club used, the shot type, the angle of the club face, the grip on the club, the player’s body position, the player’s stance, the ball position, the player’s weight distribution, and the player’s swing. In the context of “action” or play item”, the term “club” means wood, iron, wedge or putter and the number of the club etc., “shot type” means, pitch, chip, putt, etc., “club face” means the angle that the face of the club deviates from the perpendicular to the line of intended flight of the ball, grip means how the club handle is held in the player’s hands, “body position” means whether the body of the player from the player’s left to right is aligned with a plane along the direction of the line of flight or at an angle to the plane, “stance” means whether the feet of the player from the player’s left to right are aligned with a plane along the direction of the line of flight or at an angle to the plane, and generally the stances available are normal, open or closed, “ball position” means the position of the ball with respect to the player’s feet, i.e., the position along a line substantially parallel to the plane of the player’s body but through the club head, “weight” means the relative proportion of the player’s weight that is on the right or left foot, and “swing” means whether the movement of the club is the normal movement of the club in raising it and striking the ball or is modified from the normal movement. In this disclosure “professional” means a person who is sufficiently expert in some aspect of a sport to either earn money in some way from the sport or be generally accepted as someone who is qualified to provide coaching or advice in the sport. In this disclosure, real-time has its usual meaning. For example, “real-time” coaching in golf means that the coaching is provided at the time the player is playing a golf game, as though the coach is standing next to the person needing the coaching while he or she is playing.

[0054] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a generalized personal coaching system 100 according to the invention. System 100 comprises a user communication and processing system 104, which may be referred to as a client system 104, a server system 106, which, in one embodiment, may act as an automatic electronic coach 106, and a professional system 108 used by an expert, such as a golf professional. A wireless communication system 110 comprising satellites 114, a wireless to wired transceiver 116, or both connect the client system 104 to the coach systems 106 and 108, preferably via a network 117 and network 150. As will be seen in detail below, client system 104 may be a smart cell phone, a dedicated handheld golf range finder, a general purpose hand-held computer, a personal computer (PC), or other such system, and is preferably portable. This system 104 is used by a player of a sport, such as a golfer, to enter and communicate physical factors relating to his or her play, and to receive personal coaching. The physical factors may be processed by local
computer 120, electronic coach server 106, by an expert, such as a golf professional using professional system 108, or a combination of the above. The personal coaching may originate from a program stored in local computer 120, a program in electronic coach server 106, or from the expert using professional system 108, or a combination of the above.

[0055] Client system 104 preferably includes a computer 120 which preferably comprises a processor 122, a memory 121 and a display 123. Client system 100 also includes audio input 124, audio output 126, manual input 128, such as a keyboard or a touch screen, camera 130, which may be a still camera, a video camera or a combination of the two, and a connector 135 for connecting external electronics, which connector is preferably a USB connector but may be any other electronic connector. All of the foregoing communicate with computer 120, preferably via a bus 131. Client system 104, may include a locator and course information system 140, which, in some embodiments may be a system such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,685,786 issued to Dudley on Nov. 11, 1997, U.S. Pat. No. 5,507,485 issued to Fisher on Apr. 16, 1996, U.S. Pat. No. 5,438,518 issued to Bianco et al. on Aug. 1, 1995, and U.S. Pat. No. 5,364,039 issued to Huston et al. on Nov. 15, 1994, or any other similar locator system, with the improvements as discussed herein. Locator and course information system 140 includes a GPS or other position locator 143, also having an electrically connected aerial 141. In some embodiments, locator and course information system 140 may include software and data in memory 121 that enables the user to locate and determine distances to terrain features of the course. However, in other embodiments, the software and data that locate the terrain features and provide the distances may be located in server system 106 or professional system 108, or both. Client system 104 also includes a radio frequency (RF) transceiver 144 having an aerial 145 electrically connected to it. Network 150 is preferably an internet, a LAN, a telephone network, a cable network, a combination of such networks, or any other network.

[0056] Server system 106 preferably comprises a computer 162 which preferably includes a processor 164, memory 163 and input/output devices 165, which preferably includes a display, a keyboard, headphones, and other conventional input and output devices used with servers. Terrain mapper 167 is preferably part of computer 162 and includes appropriate database software stored in memory 163, but is broken out separately as it is an important aspect of the invention. Computer 162 preferably communicates with the systems 104 and 108 via and appropriate connection system 166 and network 150. There may be a plurality of servers systems connected to network 150, and another server system is indicated at 109.

[0057] Professional system 108 includes a computer 180 comprising a processor 184, a memory 182 and a display 186. System 108 also includes audio input 190, audio output 188, manual input 194 and camera 192, which may be a still camera, a video camera or a combination of the two. Professional system 108 also preferably includes a modem 196, which connects to network 150. Alternatively, it may connect to server system 106 via a direct electronic connection 177, which may be a bus, or any other connection. System 108 is representative of a plurality of other professional systems of identical or similar design that communicate with server 106 via electronic connections 160. Alternatively, professional system 108 may communicate directly with client system 104, via wireless system 110. Together, Professional systems 108 and servers 106, 109 provide a sport call center 105.

[0058] FIG. 2 illustrates a client system 104 having a display 123 showing an exemplary screen 201 displaying physical factors 202 that may be entered manually or automatically entered via a position locator system, which preferably is a GPS assisted locator. This manner of manually or automatically entering these physical factors using client computer 104 is disclosed in the ’290 and ’572 patent mentioned above, and is included herein to illustrate the fact that these physical factors can be entered in this manner in combination with the other methods and systems of the invention disclosed herein. In the embodiments of FIGS. 2-17, the client system 104 is “smart” cell phone, such as the iPhone, though it may be any other computer system. The information entered in FIG. 2 includes the name 204 of the golf course, the hole and par for the hole 207, the pin distance 209 which is shown as 70 yards at 210, the distance 212 to the front of the green, which is shown as 42 yards at 214, the distance 216 to the back of the green, which is shown as 90 yards at 217, and the condition 219 of the green, which is shown as fast at 220. As known in the art, these distances may be obtained by the combination of coordinate or other locator information and a stored map of the course with the key indicators stored at known locations. The speed of the green may be entered by a person at the golf course daily or as the condition changes, and stored in server 106 for retrieval via wireless.

[0059] FIG. 3 illustrates a client computer 104 having a display 123 with an exemplary screen 230 showing of some factors that may be entered by the user from pull down menus. The grade 232 may be entered by clicking on box 233 which opens a pull down menu with a variety of options related to the grade. These options may be downhill, steep downhill, uphill, steep up hill and other such variations. One of these options may be selected by the user. Similarly, the wind factor 234 may be entered into the system 100 by clicking on box 236 to activate a pull down menu to select the wind direction, and on box 239 to select a wind strength. Alternatively the wind strength may be selected by indicating a wind speed, if known. The height of an obstacle may be entered from a pull down menu by clicking on box 242, while the distance from the ball of the obstacle may be entered from a pull down menu by clicking on box 244. These menu-entered items are illustrated as examples showing that many different processes may be used to enter data into the system 100.

[0060] Buttons 250 utilize the picture method according to the invention to enter the data. In this disclosure the term “picture” means a photograph of a ball showing the lie of the ball, a drawing that depicts the lie of the ball on a golf course, or a photograph or drawing that shows other information concerning the golf ball physical situation or actions responding to the physical situation and which assist in providing coaching or practice of the judgmental aspects of a sport in accordance with the invention. The picture method of entering data is useful as it tends to be more accurate than drop down menus, and it also addresses data that does not lend itself to entry via location finding systems. Button 252 accesses a series of pictures from which the lie can be selected. Button 254 provides access to a series of pictures from which the slope may be selected. Button 256 accesses a series of pictures from which the ball position relative to the golfer may be selected. FIG. 4 illustrates a screen 258 displaying a first layer 260 of pictures that may be presented on display 123 to communicate the lie of the ball to the system.
Written directions 262 at the bottom of the display direct the user to click on the picture that looks most like the lie of the user’s ball. These directions may also be presented via a sound message. Pictures 260 include a picture 264 showing a golf ball lying on a closely cropped fairway, a picture 266 showing a golf ball in the rough, picture 268 showing a golf ball in a sand trap, picture 270 showing a golf ball partially embedded in a soft surface, picture 272 showing a golf ball in water, and picture 274 showing a golf ball on a rocky or gravelly surface. Other buttons 280, 284, 286 and 288 on screen 258 provide additional functions associated with screen 258. Button 280 links to the previous screen, button 284 links to a screen that provides additional pictures that show ball lies that occur less frequently. Button 286 communicates that none of the pictures sufficiently show the ball lie and brings up a screen that may be used to exchange information with system 100, such as pictures, written messages, or audio messages. Button 288 links to a screen that provides help regarding the functions and uses of the current screen and/or the system 100, respectively. Heading 281 indicates to the user that possible lies of the ball are being displayed.

FIG. 5 illustrates a screen 300 showing a second layer 303 of pictures or drawings that may be displayed on display 123 to assist the user in communicating one aspect of the lie of the ball. This set of pictures 303 illustrates pictures that may be displayed if picture 266 in FIG. 4 is clicked on. Pictures 303 show various lengths of grass in the rough. Preferably, the second layer of pictures, such as 303, will contain one picture that is identical to the picture clicked on in the first layer, such as 266. In this case, it is picture 266. This picture that is repeated in the second layer is preferably located in the same position as the figure in the first layer. This has several advantages. First, if the picture happens to be the picture that best illustrates the lie of the user’s ball, then all the user has to do is click twice in the same place to indicate that this is the picture to communicate to the system 100. Secondly, it is physiologically and psychologically less confusing to the user because it appears that the system just replaced the pictures that were not relevant with pictures that were more relevant. However, some users may prefer that the picture that was clicked on appear in the first position, i.e., the picture to the top left, in the second layer, and the system allows the user to custom select either of these modes. Returning to the pictures 303, in picture 310, the grass is relatively short, the grass is a little longer in picture 266 so that it essentially covers the ball. In picture 314, the grass is about the same length as in picture 266, but is denser. In picture 316, the ball is relatively deep in a rough in which the grass is tall but relatively sparse, and even deeper in a sparse-tall grass rough in picture 318. In picture 320, the grass is both tall and dense. While it takes time to describe in words the differences in the pictures, and patent drawing practice discourages the use of actual pictures, the point to be made here is that by showing the user a variety of pictures, the system allows the user to quickly communicate to the system the lie of the ball. Again, the directions 306 under the pictures direct the user to click on the picture that is most like the lie of the user’s ball.

FIG. 6 illustrates a screen 330 showing another second layer 333 of pictures that may be displayed in response to the user clicking on picture 270 in FIG. 4, or which may be displayed as a first level layer in some conditions. Pictures 336, 338, 340 and 342 show a ball in varying degrees of being embedded in relatively grass free soil, and picture 344 and 346 show a ball embedded to varying degrees in sod. As will be explained in more detail in connection with FIG. 21, the system 100 learns the terrain of golf courses. As an example, the pictures of FIG. 6 may represent a selection of pictures selected previously by users at the same or approximately the same location on this specific course, Happy Meadows. Since the system knows the course, it simplifies and accelerates the choice of the user by presenting ball lies that have occurred previously at that location. Again, while the invention preferably presents actual photographs of the lie of a golf ball, in many cases a drawing may more clearly assist the user in designating the lie of the ball. The patent application drawing is not intended to accurately depict a picture of an actual lie of the ball on a course, but rather is intended, under the limitations of drawings for patent applications, to illustrate a variety of pictures 333 that may be presented to the user allowing the user to quickly instruct the system 100 on the lie of the ball. In pictures 333, the picture that is the same as the picture clicked on in FIG. 4, is displayed as the first picture in the series of pictures 333. Some users will prefer this format, because they find it natural to start examining a series of pictures at the top left corner as one does when turning to a new page while reading a book.

FIG. 7 illustrates pictures 350 that may be displayed in response to a user clicking on the “Slope” button 254 of FIG. 3, which is indicated by the screen heading 352. “Slope” is the term that the invention uses to designate the slope of the terrain in the direction toward the green, though any other understandable designation may be used. In each picture, the line of flight (LOF) of the ball, which is the direction to the green, is indicated by an arrow, such as 358. Other designations, such as DTG (direction to green) may be used also. Pictures 354, 358 and 360 illustrate the ball lying on terrain with varying degrees of downhill slope toward the green, and pictures 364, 366 and 368 illustrate the ball lying on terrain with varying degrees of uphill slope toward the green, i.e., along the line of intended flight of the ball. Directions 370 tell the user to click on the picture that looks most like the slope of the terrain along the line of flight, though other wording may be used. As in the above examples, clicking on one of the pictures may link to another layer. However, in communicating slope, it usually is not necessary to achieve a finer level of distinction in than can be presented on one screen. The system 100 allows the user to select the desirable level of distinction, i.e., the number of layers of pictures to be presented.

FIG. 8 illustrates pictures 375 that may be displayed in response to a user clicking on the “Ball Position” button of FIG. 3, which is indicated by the heading 301. “Ball Position” with respect to the ball physical situation is the term the invention uses to designate the position of the ball uphill or downhill from the position of the golfer along a line perpendicular to the plane of the golfer’s body, the plane being the plane from left to right of the golfer’s body. This “ball position” is sometimes referred to in golf instruction manuals as the position in relation to the stance of the golfer. Other terms may also be used to indicate this relationship. The pictures 375 are shown for a right-handed golfer. By clicking on button 380, pictures appropriate for a left-handed golfer may be shown. When the left-handed pictures are shown, the button 380 changes to “To Right Handed” and takes you back to the right-handed pictures. Whether left-handed or right-handed is the default may be selected in the personal data or preferences screen, as discussed in connection with FIG. 19. Pictures 382, 384 and 386 illustrate the ball lying on terrain in which the ball is below the level of the stance of the golfer, and pictures
388, 390 and 392 illustrate the ball lying in terrain in which the ball is above the level of the stance of the golfer. Directions 396 tell the user how to communicate the ball position to the system. As in the above examples, clicking on one of the pictures may link to another layer. However, in communicating ball position, it usually is not necessary to achieve a finer level of distinction in than can be presented on one screen, and, as mentioned above, the level of distinction, i.e., the number of layers or pictures to be presented, can be selected by the user in setting up the system 100.

[0065] FIG. 9 illustrates a client system 104 with a display 123 showing a rangefinder screen 400 that displays various distances on the golf course. As known in the art, these distances are found using a course map and a locater system 140. The course map is preferably downloaded from server 162 and stored in memory 121, though it may be located in either server 106 or professional computer 108. There are many systems that provide such course maps and GPS locating systems, which are generally called golf rangefinders. The display 123 is a typical display from the Sonocaddie™ range finder available from Sonostar, Inc. Some other examples of range finders are the SkyCaddie® available from Skyhawkke Technologies, Inc., the GPS Caddie II™, available from iGolf, and the GolfGuru™ available from GolfGuru, Inc. The invention may be integrated with any of these systems as explained below. A typical golf rangefinder system 401 includes software that the client system 104 or server 106 or professional computer 108, uses to generate and display a depiction 400 of the hole that is being played, preferably showing an overhead view. The hole depiction 400 shows the rangefinder location 402 and the relative locations of important terrain features of the hole including the rough 404, the fairway 406, the green 408, and hazards such as a water hazard 410, a sand trap 414, a tree 416 and an out-of-bounds boundary 418. Distances 419 from the rangefinder location to each of the terrain features 417 are displayed. These show that the distance 420 to the back of the green is 590 yards, the distance 422 to the front of the green is 550 yards, the distance 424 to a critical point of the water hazard 410, i.e., the far point of the water hazard along the fairway, is 533 yards, the distance 426 to the leading edge of the out-of-bounds marker 418 is 487 yards, the distance 428 to another critical point of the water hazard 410, i.e., an intermediate point of the water hazard along the fairway, is 402 yards, the distance 432 to tree 416 is 315 yards, the distance 434 to bunker 414 is 275 yards, and the distance 436 to a near point of water hazard 410 is 250 yards. The position coordinates, i.e., the latitude 440, the longitude 442, and the altitude 446 for the current ball position 402 are also preferably shown and preferably recorded and associated with hole depiction 400. Further the date 447 and time 448 may be shown and are preferably also recorded.

[0066] FIG. 10 illustrates a client computer 104 with camera 130 (FIG. 1) that may be used to take pictures of the ball position. In this embodiment, the client computer 104 is a cell phone 450 and the camera lens 454 is on the back of the cell phone. This embodiment of a camera is, of course, conventional. However, the combination of the camera with other portions of the invention to create an improved on-the-spot, real-time sports personal coaching system is new. As known in the art, the computer 104 and the camera 130 can take on many forms.

[0067] FIG. 11 illustrates a screen 460 that may be displayed on display 123 of a cell phone or other client computer 104 to assist the user in communicating with the system server 106 or professional computer system 108. Screen 460 is preferably used to select the view of the ball that is about to be communicated using a picture. The screen 460 includes a header 462 to indicate to the user the screen that is being used. Screen 460 preferably displays a plurality of buttons 463 that indicate various possible viewing positions, including overview 464, a left side view 466, a right side view 468, a front view 470, a back view 472 and a distance view 474. Here “green” indicates it is a view of the ball toward the green with the green in the distance. Other views may be indicated by clicking on “more” 478 or the user may return to the previous screen by clicking on “back”.

[0068] FIG. 12 illustrates a client computer system 104 with the screen 480 displaying a picture 484 of an overhead view of the user’s golf ball 488 as may be seen by the camera 454 and transmitted to the server 106 and/or professional computer system 108. Again, we do not show an actual picture but an illustration of a picture because of the requirements for patent drawings. Screen 480 includes a label 486 indicating that the picture is an overhead view.

[0069] FIGS. 13, 14, 15, and 16 illustrate a client computer system 104 with the screens 492, 496, 500 and 508 displaying pictures 491, 497, 502, and 510 of a back view, front view, right side view and distance view, respectively, of the user’s golf ball 488, as may be seen by a camera 454 and transmitted to the server 106 and/or professional computer system 108. Each screen 492, 496, 500 and 508 includes a label 493, 498, 504 and 512, respectively, indicating the view in the picture. The distance view may show the green 520, flag 521, a hazard such as a tree 526 and other features 530 that may be seen by the user, although the picture 510, together with the information on screen 400 (FIG. 9) can be useful even if particular features are not distinct. The particular pictures and views shown in FIGS. 12-16 are not intended to be limiting but merely illustrative of pictures and views that may be taken and communicated. Preferably, whenever any pictures, such as those in FIGS. 12-16, are transmitted to the server 106 and/or professional computer system 108, the position coordinates where the picture was taken are also transmitted. Preferably, the position coordinates are electronically attached to the electronic copy of the picture and go wherever the electronic copy of the picture goes.

[0070] FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary screen 540 on a display 186 of professional computer 108 illustrating how the information collected by the user as described in connection with FIGS. 9 and 12-16 and information available on the server 106 or professional computer 108 may be viewed by a golf professional. Screen 540 shows hole depiction 400, with terrain features 417 and distances 419, and the pictures 484, 497, and 502. Hole depiction 400 can be uploaded from client system 104, though preferably, only the position coordinates are sent from the client system 104 and the hole depiction is created at the professional screen using these coordinates and the course mapping information that is available on the system server 106 and/or professional computer 108. Preferably, distance pictures, such as 550 taken from many places on the course, together with the position coordinates 560, 562 of the pictures, are also available on the server 106 or professional computer 108. It has been found that only a dozen pictures per hole are necessary to provide coverage of 90% of the physical situations that occur. Of course, the more pictures that are available on the server, the less it is necessary for a distance picture to be taken and transmitted by the user. Preferably, one or more close-pictures, such as 484, 497 and 502, which have
been provided by the user, are transmitted from the client computer 104. However, close up pictures that have been uploaded at or near the present ball position may also be available on server 106 and/or professional computer 108. The bottom center portion 554 of screen 540 shows other relevant information, such as the player name 556, the player’s handicap 557, the course name 558, the hole and par 559, the altitude 446, the latitude 440 and the longitude 442. Name 556 is a button that links to detailed player information, such as shown in FIG. 2 of the ‘230 patent, which may be obtained from the player database 644 (FIG. 18) or uploaded from client computer 104. The altitude 446, latitude 440, and longitude 442 are for the current ball location. If a picture, such as 497, is for the current ball location, it does not need to include the position coordinates. However, pictures from the course database 630 (FIG. 18), such as picture 550, include the position coordinates 560 and 562. By comparing position coordinates 440 and 442 with the coordinates 560 and 562, the professional can determine how close to current ball position the pictures from the course database were taken. If the position coordinates 560 and 562 are clicked on, the position coordinates are replaced by the date 447 and time 448 the picture was taken. This information is useful in case the course terrain has been changed since the picture was taken. Based on the position coordinates and the course information stored database 630 (FIG. 18), including course maps, data such as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, and pictures, a golf professional can quickly analyze the physical situation and provide coaching to the user. A picture or pictures selected by the user, such as those shown in FIGS. 4-8, may provide other useful information. Button 566 brings up other screens which the professional may use to obtain more data and control the system as required.

[0071] FIG. 18 shows a personal coaching system 100 according to a preferred embodiment of the invention illustrating some different features than FIG. 1. In particular the databases associated with system 100. System 100 as shown in FIG. 18 includes client computers 104A, 104B and 104C. Client computer 104A is a laptop personal computer, client computer 104B is a cell phone, and client computer 104C is a notebook computer. The invention contemplates that a user could also use a computer mounted on a golf cart, a standard, non-portable PC, MAC or other computer. Each computer 104A, 104B and 104C includes a display, 123A, 123B and 123C, respectively, as well as the other features of a computer. Computer 104C is connected to a range finder system 620 via a cable 622, such as a USB cable, plugged into connector 135 (FIG. 1). Computers 104A, 104B and 104C are connected to communications network 150 via communications links 601, 604, and 606, respectively. The dotted line 603 indicates that many more client computers 104 may be connected to network 150. System 100 also includes professional computer systems 108A, 108B and 108C which are connected to network 150 via communication links 610, 612, and 614, respectively. Dotted line 607 indicates that many more professional computer systems 108 may be connected to network 150. Server computer system 106 is connected to communications network 150 via communications link 626. Server computer system 106 preferably includes at least four databases: a course database 630 that stores data relating to holes, terrain and other information for a plurality of different golf courses, which data includes pictures; professional database 640 which stores data related to the professionals providing coaching via the system 100, player database 644 which stores data related to the users of system 100, and golf coach database 650 which stores preferred actions to take in response to physical factors, which preferably include pre-recorded standard descriptions of actions. These databases may be included in the same database system. As indicated above, a plurality of server computers may be connected to network 150, and another server similar or identical to server 106 is indicated at 109 and connected to network 150 via communications link 627. Together, server computers 106, 109 and professional computers 108, 607 provide a golf call center 105.

[0072] FIGS. 19-23 and 25 are flow charts illustrating various processes according to the invention that utilize the apparatus of FIGS. 1-18 and 24. It should be understood that these processes are exemplary rather than limiting to the invention. That is, they are presented to illustrate the capabilities of the system 100. Once these examples are understood, those skilled in the art will be able to create many variations and other examples of the processes according to the invention.

[0073] FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating a system set-up process 660 according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The process 660 starts at 661 with connection of a client computer 104 to the system 100. At 665, the communication device, e.g., client computer 104A, 104B or 104C, and the user are registered on the system, preferably by entering a user name and password and placing a cookie on the client computer. Personal and set-up screens, such as shown in FIG. 2 of U.S. Pat. No. 6,931,290, are provided to the user at 668. The user may select a preferred professional and alternates as part of this set up. When the user has filled in the information on the personal and set-up screens, it is uploaded to the player database 644. As known in the rangefinder art, the user can purchase and download course data for specific golf courses in the set-up process. At 672 the user takes a picture or video that is uploaded to the system 100 and then sent back to the client computer display to calibrate and test the picture communication system and make sure the user is familiar with the system so it can be used quickly when needed. If the user has registered to use a golf professional, the picture is also sent to the display 165 of server computer and/or to the display 186 of one of professional computers 108 to make sure that part of the system 100 is functional. At 674, course data is downloaded to the client computer memory 121 if that has not already been done in the set-up process 668. The GPS or other locator subsystem 145 is initiated at 678, and when this system is locked on, the starting hole is entered, or, in systems which automatically detect the hole via GPS or other locator, the starting hole is confirmed. Play is then initiated at 688. Any of the processes 665, 668, 670, 672, and 674 may be performed well prior to beginning of play or just prior to a round of golf.

[0074] FIG. 20 is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process 700 according to the invention that may be used for consulting with a golf professional about a round of golf that has been recorded and stored by the system 100. The process 700 is started at 702, which may include some or all of the subprocesses in process 660. The round of golf is played and the game data including data entered as discussed in FIGS. 2-16, including pictures of lies or other relevant pictures are stored at 706. This recording can conveniently be performed simultaneously with normal use of range finder systems known in the art. For example, a rangefinder such as 620 (FIG. 18), or a cell phone 104B with a rangefinder application, normally locates the position on the
course of the ball before each shot. If it is a second or third shot, this step also locates where the last shot landed. If a picture is also taken of the lie before each shot, and the position and picture are recorded, then the system has stored all the information required to completely describe the round played. We shall refer to this herein as the “round data”. The storage of the round data can be performed automatically each time the player indicates that the ball has been located, and the picture can be stored with the location information as soon as it is taken. The round data can be stored in memory 121 of the client computer and uploaded to the player database 644 at the completion of the round, or uploaded automatically as soon as it is recorded. For a system that does not have full telecommunication instrumentation, such as a conventional rangefinder 620, the round data can be uploaded by connecting the range finder 620 to a computer, such as 104C in Fig. 18, that does have telecommunication capability, and uploaded via the computer. Either before or after the uploading, the user may select a professional at 714, or the professional may be selected by the system call center system 105, and communication initiated with the professional at 718. At 720, the personal data of the specific user is downloaded to the selected professional computer system 108, if the professional does not already have it. The round data or other game data, such as data recorded on a driving or putting range, or other practice area, are downloaded to the selected professional at 724, and preferably displayed as shown in Fig. 17. The user and the professional communicate regarding the round or other game data at 728 and the professional provides coaching. The coaching session ends at 730, at which time the coaching provided may be uploaded to the player database 644.

[0075] FIGS. 21 and 22 are flow charts illustrating a preferred embodiment of processes 740 and 800 according to the invention for providing personal coaching while the user is playing golf. FIG. 21 illustrates preliminary processes and a process that provides coaching via the golf coaching database 650, while FIG. 22 shows a process 800 for providing coaching via a golf professional. Turning to FIG. 21, play is initiated at 742, preferably with process steps as discussed above, including downloading the course data. At 744, GPS or other locator system data is acquired and entered for the position of the ball. This data is preferably entered in the client computer memory 121, server memory 163, and/or professional computer memory 182. As discussed above, much, if not all, information necessary for providing coaching may be available at the server 106 and golf professional computer 108 simply by having the location coordinates of the ball. The course data, such as 417, is retrieved from memory 121 or other source and displayed at 746. Then, at 748 the distance data, such as 419 is displayed. The client computer 104 then prods the user to enter or confirm the variable data, such as data shown in FIG. 3. The data shown in FIG. 2 is preferably automatically entered in process 746, but may also need to be entered or confirmed. The variable data is received by the system and displayed in process 752. If the user clicks on one of buttons 250 (FIG. 3), this input is received and the corresponding high level pictures, such as 260, 350, or 375 (FIG. 4, 7 or 8), are displayed. If the user has clicked on the lie button 252 and one of the pictures 260 most like the lie, the input is received by the client computer 104 and the requested second level lie pictures, such as 303 or 333 (FIG. 5 or 6) are displayed in process 756. After the user selects the lie picture most like the current ball position, this input is received and the lie is displayed in process 760. If the user clicks on the button 254, this input is received by client computer 104 and the slope pictures, such as 350 are displayed in process 762. When the user clicks on one of the pictures 350, this input is received by client computer 104 and the slope is displayed at 764. If the user clicks on physical situation ball position 256, the ball position pictures, such as 375, are displayed and in process 766. When the user clicks on one of pictures 375, this input is received by computer 104 and the ball position is displayed in process 768. The entered terrain information, such as the condition of the rough or slope, is uploaded to the terrain mapper 167 in process 770 along with the position coordinates, then is analyzed, and entered into the terrain map in the course database 630. At 774, all the physical factors relating to the current position of the ball are preferably uploaded to the server 106 and the golf coach database 650 is utilized to determine the recommended actions. All or part of his process may also take place in client computer 104, if the memory of the client computer is big enough. At 776, the recommended actions and comments are displayed on the display 123 of the client computer.

[0076] At 778, the user can either accept the recommendations, or indicate that lie or she has a question or otherwise indicate that he or she would like further coaching from a golf professional. If there is no question or request for interaction with a golf professional, the process 740 flows through 780 to process 782 where the user may enter one or more details of the user’s actions, which are then stored in the player database 644 or stored in memory 121 and later uploaded to database 644. The user may also chose to enter the result of the actions, i.e., the result of the shot, which is then received and stored, preferably in player database 644 either directly or via memory 122, in process 784. At 786, the hole is advanced, either manually or automatically as known in the art of range finders, and the process 740 returns to initiate play 742 or directly to one of the processes 744, 746 or 750. Preferably, entering the result at 784 automatically enters the ball position for the next shot, and so 744 and 748 may be done automatically, and the system can go to process 750.

[0077] If the user indicates that he or she has a question or requests help from a golf professional, the call center system 105 proceeds to process 800 in FIG. 22 via 788. The process 800 first uploads the user ID and checks at 808 to see if the user is registered for the help desk. If the user is not registered, the system proceeds via 809 to process 830 where and invitation to register for the help desk is displayed. This invitation can include links to description of what the help desk provides and how it can assist the user to learn golf. If the invitation is not accepted, the system proceeds to process 838 at which the actions advised are stored and, when the next position is entered, the system returns to process 784, the result is recorded in the player database 644 and process 740 continues as in FIG. 21. If the invitation to register for the help desk is accepted, the user is registered, or if the user is already registered at step 802, the system proceeds to process 812. At process 812, all of the data on the prospective shot is uploaded to the call center 105 help desk, and the user is connected via phone to the professional at the help desk. If the user has a cell phone camera or other camera that can transmit via network 150, the user may be requested to take a picture or pictures of the position of the ball as described in reference to FIGS. 11-16 and these are uploaded to one of the professional golfer computers 108A-108C that is associated with help desk, preferably via server computer 106. If the professional golfer
needs additional information, such as additional pictures, this information is requested at 816 and at 820 the user provides the requested pictures or other information. At 824, the help desk professional provides help, at 826 the help provided is entered by the professional into the user’s record in the player database, the user takes his or her shot and when the next position of the ball is recorded, the actions taken and the result is received and stored in the player database 644 and the process 740 continues as in FIG. 21 until the game is completed.

[0078] FIG. 23 is a flow chart illustrating a one preferred embodiment of a process 900 according to the invention for using the system of the invention for obtaining personal coaching from a golf professional while the user is playing golf. At 902 play is initiated as discussed above. Communications with the call center 105 and the professional computer 108 selected by the user or call center may be opened at 906, or this step may be delayed until the user needs assistance. At 910, the stored course data for the hole is displayed. Some of this data may be entered using pull down menus or by selecting pictures as discussed in connection with FIGS. 2-8. Or, it may be retrieved from server 106 or directly from memory 121. The GPS or other locater data is retrieved and entered at 914. The GPS or other locator data may be uploaded at once to the server 106 and/or professional computer immediately, though in this embodiment, it is preferably uploaded later. At 918, the distance data 419 (FIG. 9) is calculated, entered, and displayed. In some embodiments in which the locator data has already been uploaded, the calculating may be done at the server or professional computer and downloaded to the client computer 104, particularly if this is faster. At 924, pictures as discussed in relation to FIGS. 12-16 are entered, with labels, such as those indicated by buttons 463 (FIG. 11) identifying the pictures. At 928, the data is uploaded to the professional computer, and at 930 the data is displayed at 930. The professional analyzes the data at 934, and usually will also consider the users paying and coaching history in the player database at 938 before, during, and/or after reviewing the data. The professional may request additional information at 940, and, if so, the process 900 proceeds via 942 to 946 where the user provides the additional information, then proceeds to 948 where the professional reviews the additional information, then to 950 where the professional provides coaching. If the initial data and the player’s information is sufficient, the process 900 proceeds directly from 938 to 950. At 954, the user executes the shot, and preferably, a picture, preferably a video, is taken of the shot. At 960, the GPS data of the next ball position and any other data relating to the shot are recorded, and the picture, such as a video, and the results data is uploaded to the player database and the professional computer 108 at 964. At 968, the professional reviews that picture, such as a video, and the results data and then, at 970, the professional provides additional coaching. At 972, the professional enters the coaching data and any comments into the player database. At 973, if there are other holes to play, the system proceeds via 975 to the next hole and goes to process 910. If this was the last hole, the system proceeds via 974 to process 978 where the player is debriefed, that is, has an opportunity to enter comments about the coaching and/or the round, either via menus or via a discussion with a follow-up call center person, which follow-up information is preferably entered in the player database 644, the professional database 640, or both, and the golf round ends.

[0079] FIG. 24 is another block diagram of system 100, focusing on the fact that the professional computers 108, communication network 150 and server 106 provide a call center 105 according to the invention. Client computers 105 connect to call center 105 via communication links 600 and communications network 150 as discussed in connection with FIGS. 1 and 18. Professional computers 108 connect to call center computer 106 via links 160 and network 150 as discussed in relation to FIGS. 1 and 18. Call center server 106 connects to network 150 via communication link 166. Call center server 106 comprises processor 164, display 162, keyboard 1010, VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) system 1012, call router software 1015, chat room software 1020, audio input and output 1038, which preferably is a headphone set with microphone, call center manager software 1025, email router software 1030, phone bridge 1036, content manager software 1034, and golf coaching and instruction library 1035. Preferably, the email routing system is IMC, and the VoIP router is CSUI. Preferably, the professional computers 108 all have a standard operating environment, comprising a desktop PC, call center software and VoIP phone and headset. The professional may specialize in particular aspects of the sport, such as putting, the short game, sand hazards, pitching or chipping. Every call is followed with a satisfaction survey. Every system generates reports that are reviewed by managers to the end of improving customer satisfaction and productivity and lowering costs.

[0080] Preferably, golf professionals notify the call center server when they are checked into the system and ready to accept a call, and again notify the server when they check out. In this manner, the call center server knows which professionals are available and does not use valuable time in determining this after a call is received.

[0081] When a player calls the call center 105, the player identification and the location data is uploaded to the server. The server application 1025 matches the player to a golf pro. More specifically it determines which golf pros are currently available and whether there is an available professional who is not currently on a call who the player has worked with previously and who the player has rated highly. Building relationships between users and specific golf pros helps build the business and drive customer satisfaction.

[0082] The golf pro application preferably initiates with an email and/or text message which alert the golf pro that the player is ready for a consult, and the message body links to a web page from the player database 644 containing the user’s info, i.e. profile information, profile data, and call history, as well as the mapped location identifying course and hole. The golf pro follows the link, looks over the player info and presses a button to initiate the call so he or she can begin speaking on their headset. This can be done either from their desk or their mobile phone and ideally should take just seconds to review. While a professional computer is being selected and contact initiated, the course information is retrieved. The course information is transmitted to the professional computer as soon as connection is made to the professional computer. Alternatively, the course information is already in the professional computer, the location information is transmitted to the professional computer as soon as connection is made and an overhead view of the hole with the distance information 419 is generated from the course information and the location coordinates. Other data in the client computer 104 that is relevant to the present physical situation, such as pictures, which may be photos, or, if the call is after a
round of golf, the data for the entire round, is uploaded to the server, while the professional is reviewing the player data and the distance data.

At this point, the pro and the player are connected over the phone bridge 1036 and talk over the situation. If additional pictures or other data generated at the client computer 104 can be helpful, that may be uploaded to the professional. The pro coaches the player through the shot, and leaves them happy. The golf pro can conference another golf pro or their manager during any part of the call. Once the golf pro or the player terminates the call, the golf pro becomes available for the next call, though the invention contemplates that particularly skilled professionals may be able to handle a plurality of calls at the same time.

Following a certain amount of time after the call, perhaps two hours, without any calls, the user receives a message with a link to a satisfaction survey. This survey joins the survey results to the user’s profile and the golf pro’s profile for reporting purposes.

The calls are routed through a telephony bridge 1036 which can route calls. For example, when the golf pro gets an email or text message, the golf pro calls the bridge, the bridge routes the player to the golf pro and/or vice versa, and also records every interaction for the manager application 1025. The manager application also knows when the calls have ended indicating that the golf pro is available for additional coaching. The manager software includes a subroutine for dropped calls so the player and pro can reconnect quickly if the end of the call was not intentional. Preferably, the golf pro indicates the end of the call with a DTMF (Dual-tone Multi-frequency) key sequence recognized by the bridge to indicate to the telephony bridge that the call is over.

In an alternative preferred embodiment, the player may call the call center prior to the golf game and preset a connection to a golf professional, preferably a professional with whom the player has a previous relationship. The connection can be placed in an inactive state, but can immediately be reopened when the player wants coaching. In this alternative, it does not matter whether or not the golf professional is on another call. Experienced golf professionals can handle several calls at once, and smoothly transition from one call to the next. Golf players usually like to have assistance quickly so that they do not retard play, so they appreciate a fast response. In addition, to speed up the response process, much of the response to the player can be canned, or prerecorded. That is, once an experienced professional determines what the club and shot should be and informs the player, the standard information as to most of the other action items, such as club face, grip, body position, stance, ball position, weight, and swing often follow. These can be downloaded to the player’s portable computer, e.g., smart cell phone. If some of these must be varied because the player is on a slope or the shot involves other physical conditions that require modification of one or more of actions, an experienced professional can click on adjustment buttons on his screen that provide prerecorded variations to the standard response.

The manager application is a web page with a series of sub-pages which show all active golf pros, a complete call history with historical summary reporting, a list of golf pros currently available and currently consulting with players, and links to recordings of each historical call. The manager has weekly, monthly and annual management meetings which may require summary reporting. The manager application preferably includes a dispatcher function which enables it to route incoming players to specific golf pros. Preferably, it also provides summary reporting for surveys.

Preferably, the phone bridge software is one of the applications described at the following websites: *http://www.asterisk.org*, *http://gizmo5.com/pc*, and *http://www.skype.com*, *http://www.skype.com/allfeatures/callphones*. SKYPE based call center software can be found at: *http://www.prettyproyal.net*, *SKYPEC-specific phone hardware can be found at http://www.amperordirect.com/e-c-amperorvoip/index.html*. Reliable VoIP phones are available from Cisco Systems, Inc., 170 West Tamar Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95134. Any cell phone with a web browser is sufficient for the player application. Any cell phone with a good web browser and a Bluetooth headset may be used for the golf pro application. Arrangements can be made with cell telephone providers for lower bulk rates. Alternatively, with many cell phone communication providers, the user can designate multiple telephone numbers as phone numbers for which no charge is made, for example “My Faves™” with T-Mobile and “Friends & Family™” with Verizon Wireless. If the call center number, or alternatively, the professional telephone number, is selected as one of these numbers, the calls to the call center and professional computer can be made at no charge.

**FIG. 25** is a flow chart illustrating a preferred embodiment of a process 1400 according to the invention for providing personal coaching via a golf call center system 105. The process starts at 1404 and a setup subprocess may be performed at 1406, for example as discussed in connection with **FIG. 19**. This setup process may include placing the client computer 104 in a mode in which a picture is an indication that professional assistance is required, by placing an initial call to the call center to inform the call center that the player is active and will want coaching from a professional, and preferably a particular professional, and other subprocesses. A coaching request is received at 1408. The coaching request may be initiated at computer 104 by entering the phone number of the call center or a professional, by taking a picture which, by prior setup is an indication that professional help is needed, or any other suitable input to client computer 104. At 1410, the client computer connects to server computer 106. At 1414, the client computer transmits the player identification (ID) and the current location of the client computer. The player ID is used by server 106 to query the player database 644 and get the player data and the data is uploaded to the call center server computer 106 at 1420. At 1424, the system uses the location data to get the course information, which preferably includes the map of the hole, one or more pictures of the hole taken after the location, and other data such as the speed of the green, wind speed, course conditions and overhead satellite view of the hole, such as is available on Google™. At 1426, the hole map and location are used to calculate the distances 419. In the preferred embodiment, the coaching request at 1408 also initiates a process 1430 which processes in parallel with subprocesses 1410, 1414, 1420, 1424 and 1426. Process 1430 includes the display of instructions on client computer display 123 requesting the user to take a picture of the current position of the golf ball. When the user complies and takes a picture, the picture is uploaded to the server 106 at 1436. The process 1400 proceeds to subprocess 1440 where the system displays a rangefinder type overhead view such as 400, and any other pictures and information available to the system, including any pictures taken by the player. If the player information or set up information includes a preference for a particular pro-
professional, the decision tree 1450 goes to 1456 to alert the particular professional. If there is no preferred professional, the server 106 selects the professional based on the player history, the particular course and other available data. If the player prefers a particular professional, the professional may be alerted immediately after the player information is obtained as shown by the dotted line 1422. Further, in one embodiment, the professional may be designated at set up 1406 and the player may immediately connect to the professional at or near the start of the round and remain connected throughout the round. If the selected professional is not available or otherwise does not accept the assignment at 1458, the system returns to 1452 an another professional is selected either by the system or the user. At 1460, all the available data regarding the shot to be made is transmitted to the professional and displayed on the professional computer, such as shown in FIG. 17. At 1464, the player and professional are connected, preferably via telephone and internet, though this can also be by either one, or by some other preferably direct communication method. This subprocess 1464, like other subprocess in this process 1400, may be performed earlier. When the player and professional are connected, they communicate to discuss the situation. The professional should determine immediately that the player is the one indicated in the player information and should make sure at the outset that all the pictures and other information is accurate, or whether changes should be made. If the professional needs different or additional information, as indicated at 1468, the professional and/or the player make the appropriate inputs and provide the additional information at 1470. When the adjustments have been made and additional information is provided, or if no adjustments or information is needed, the process 1400 proceeds to 1474 where the coaching is provided by the professional. The player then makes the shot, and, when the next location of the ball is entered, the position and other result, such as a hook or a slice, are recorded at 1476, and the course and player databases are preferably updated at 1478. At 1480, the call center 105 makes an appropriate follow-up communication with the player, and the information acquired by the follow-up are entered into the player and professional databases 644 and 640, respectively. The process 1400 ends at 1488.

[0090] FIGS. 26-29 relate to a further aspect of the invention, i.e., a web site or software application on which users may practice the judgmental aspects of golf or get coaching in the judgmental aspects of golf. That is, this embodiment may be either accessible by a web site, or it may be sold on a CD, or downloadable to a computer memory and be a self-contained game. FIG. 26 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a home screen 1100 of a golf instruction web site or game according to the invention. Screen 1100 is displayed on the display 123 of a client computer 104 (FIGS. 1 and 18). Preferably, client computer is a PC or Macintosh computer, though it may be a lap top, smart cell phone or any other computer. Home screen 1100 includes a login button 1104, a settings button 1106, and a logout button 1110, the functions of which are known in the art. A welcome greeting 1115 announces the game. A “How It Works” button links to an explanation of the web site or game, which is preferably interactive. Button 1125 links to a trial game to introduce the user to the benefits of the system. Button 1130 allows the user to register and pay for the service. Buttons 1134 and 136 link to assistance if the user has forgotten his her username or password, respectively, which assistance is known in the art. Button 1140 provides a convenient link to adjust the sound on the computer, and button 1144 links to help with the program or web site.

[0091] FIG. 27 is an exemplary embodiment of a “club house” or home base screen 1150 of the golf instruction web site or software application according to the invention. Screen 1150 is displayed on the display 123 of client computer 104. This screen displays on connection to the site if the user has registered for the service. The screen 1150 includes a welcome message 1154 addressed to the registered user and an identification message 1158 for the screen. Button 1160 accesses a personal data screen as discussed above. Playing History button 1164 links to a history of the registered user in previous uses of the system. Course select button 1168 allows the user to select the course on which the game will take place, and button 1170 allows the user to select the hole on which the game is played. Once the course and hole are selected, the name of the course and number of the hole, respectively appear in place of the select buttons. Clicking on button 1172 brings up a screen (not shown) on which the user can chose the type of shot he or she wants to practice, e.g., short iron, pitch, chip, etc., or select a random shot type as selected by the system. If the user selects a specific type of shot, the user can choose to practice generally in the category and the system will present physical situations that will permit practice of that category of shot. Alternatively, the user can elect to open screens similar to those shown in FIGS. 3-8 and customize a practice physical situation. When the type of shot is selected, the shot type is displayed at 1174, while if a custom golf ball physical situation is selected, the word “Custom” appears at 1174. In either case, the word “Random” in box 1176 is faded to a light gray. If a random selection of shot types is selected the word “Random” is bolded in box 1176 and the word “type” in box 1174 is faded. Button 1178 links the user to the physical situation that is presented. This brings up pictures such as shown in FIGS. 4-16 which show the physical situation the user has to solve. Preferably, if the user’s screen is large enough, multiple pictures are shown on the screen, such as shown in FIG. 17. Button 1184 allows the user to choose his or own solution to the physical situation, i.e., the shot that the user will play. Here, the term “shot” includes all the action items that define the response the user will make. This will be described in more detail below. Button 1186 links to an expert’s, e.g., a golf professional’s, solution to the physical situation, that is, the shot the professional would take, which will also be discussed in more detail below. Button 1184 links to a screen that shows both the physical situation, such as screen 1200 of FIG. 28 below. Button 1188 connects to a link that evaluates the player’s responses, and a score representative of the user’s responses is shown in box 1189. Button 1190 opens a link to a more detailed critique of the player’s responses. Box 1194 labels the current physical situation that is being played, the course and the hole. Numbering each situation allows the user to more easily keep track of which examples he or she has played. If a custom golf ball physical situation is being played, then the word “Custom” replaces the “Play 16” designation.

[0092] FIG. 28 is an exemplary embodiment of a golf instruction web site screen 1200 that permits the communication of particular golfing physical situations 1218 to the user and permits the entry of actions or play items 1219 responsive to the physical situation. That is, this is the split screen to which button 1180 of FIG. 27 links. We shall describe the presentation of the physical situation and the
input of the response to the physical situation in connection with this screen. However, if the computer is a cell phone, a laptop, a net book or other computer with a smaller screen, the individual physical factors 1218 and action responses 1219 will be shown in groups or lists that can be scrolled through or otherwise presented in a convenient form. On screen 1200, the physical factors 1218 are listed on one portion 1206 of the screen and the actions or play items 1219 are listed on the other portion 1204 of the screen. The physical factor list 1218 is headed with an appropriate title 1210 and the actions or play item list 1219 is headed with another appropriate title 1214. We note that because breaking down of the game of golf in this manner is new, we have had to invent names for the lists and the items on them, and as the art develops better names may be created. However, it should be understood that the physical factors are the terms that designate particular real-world physical conditions that may exist and must be addressed by the player in a round of golf; and the actions or play items are terms that designate real-world actions, including body, limb and club positions, that a golfer can adjust to make a play in response to the physical factors. Box 1216 reminds the user of the example or physical situation that is being solved, and is also a button that links to a selected actions summary page. If a custom golf ball physical situation has been selected, “Custom” replaces the words “Play 16”. Button 1213 is a link back to screen 1150 of FIG. 27. Button 1217 shifts from the split screen shown in FIG. 28, to a screen displaying only either the physical situation factors 1218, as in the left portion 1206 of screen 1200, or the play items 1219, as in the right portion 1204 of screen 1200, depending on which side the cursor is currently placed on, and back to the split screen if only one of the lists is showing.

[0093] Each of the physical factors 1218 is a button that provides a link to a screen or screens that describe the particular physical factors. Distance button 1220 links to a screen such as 400 that shows the terrain features 417 and distance 419 to the features. Grade-To-Green button 1224, Green Speed button 1226, Ground Conditions button and wind button 1250 link to a screen, such as 230, that describe these factors, preferably using writing or audio. This screen would be a little different than 230 in that it would show the green and ground conditions as well as the other factors. The green condition is usually speed, and ground conditions relate to wet or dry, soft or hard. The Obstacles button 1230 could also link to a picture showing the obstacle, preferably with something of a familiar size, such as a person or golf cart, next to it, so the size can be judged. Lie button 1240 links to a screen having one or more pictures similar to one or more of pictures 260, 303, and 333 (FIGS. 4-6). Slope button links to a screen having one or more pictures such as pictures 350 (FIG. 7), and Ball Position button 1246 links to a screen having one or more pictures such as pictures 375 (FIG. 8). Preferably, if the screen 1200 is large enough, a plurality of physical factors are shown on one screen, similar to the screen 540.

[0094] Each of the action or play item buttons 219 links to a screen that permits the user to enter the indicated play item. Each screen preferably presents a plurality of different choices for the play item, and the user selects one of the choices. For example, if the Club button is clicked on, a screen that lists all possible clubs, including woods, irons, and putters is presented, and the user clicks on one of clubs; and that club name, such as 4 iron, replaces the term club on screen 1200. Shot and swing may also be presented in words, though they also may be presented with a short video, with descriptive labels. The Club Face, Grip, Body Position, Stance, Ball Position, and Weight are preferably presented via a plurality of pictures, preferably with labels, one of which the player selects by clicking on it. FIG. 29 is an exemplary embodiment of a play summary screen 1300 that presents a number of such pictures with labels to give an idea of what such pictures may look like. Pictures 1305 illustrate actions or play items of FIG. 28 responsive to a particular physical situation as they may be entered by a user. This play summary screen is reached by clicking on the play button 1216, preferably after all play items 1219 have been selected. Alternatively, a multiple entry screen, such as 1300 may be presented to enable one or more entries to be viewed while the other entries are being selected. The club is indicated in writing at 1320 and the shot (in the narrower sense of drive, pitch, chip, or putt) is indicated in writing at 1324. As indicated at 1350, when “My Play” 1308 is selected, left clicking on club display box 1320 brings up a screen showing other clubs and allowing other choices. Similarly, clicking on shot box 1324 brings up a screen displaying other shots that may be selected. Grip selection box 1325 shows a picture 1328 illustrating the grip selected, a label 1327, and a short written description 1329. Again, when “My Play” 1308 is selected, left clicking on this box 1325 brings up a screen permitting other grips to be selected. Likewise ball position box 1330 shows a picture 1331 of the selected ball position, and includes a label 1332 and a short written description 1333. Stance selection box 1338 includes a picture 1337 of the selected stance, a label 1339, and a short written description of the stance, and weight selection box 1346, shows a picture 1347 illustrating the weight distribution selected, a label 1346 and a short description 1349 of the weight distribution. Swing selection box 1360 includes a label 1361 and a short description 1362 of the swing. Right clicking on this box initiates a short video showing the swing. When “My Play” 1308 is selected, left clicking on any of boxes 1330, 1338, 1346, and 1360 brings up a screen permitting additional selections. When “Pro’s Play” 1314 is selected, left clicking on the boxes 1320, 1325, 1330, 1338, and 1360 brings up a screen showing more detail about the corresponding action that a professional may take. Each box 1320, 1325, 1330, 1338, 1346 and 1360 includes a zoom button, such as 1345, which allows the user to zoom in via a left click on the zoom button or zoom out via a right click on the zoom button. Screen 1300 also includes a legend 1306 that shows the course, the hole and the number of the physical situation. By clicking on button 1314, the illustrations, and descriptions in boxes 1320, 1325, 1330, 1338, 1346 and 1360 change to the actions (play items) suggested by the professional, and by clicking on button 1308 the actions (play items) selected by the user are displayed. A check mark in the box 1310 and a darker appearance of the term “My Play” indicates that the user’s selections are displayed, while a check mark in the box 1316 and a darker “Pro’s Play” indicate that the professional suggestions are displayed. Ball button 1355 switches to the Physical Situation of Ball screen, as in the left portion 1206 of screen 1200, button 1356 links to the Play item screen, as in the right portion 1204 of screen 1200, and split button 1357 links to a screen that shows the users selections side-by-side with the professional suggestions. Club House button 1358 links to the screen 1150 (FIG. 27), and Help button 1369 links to help with the program or web site.

[0095] The system of the invention includes merchandizing software that presents opportunities for purchasing golf related merchandise in a polite and unobtrusive manner. The
golf pro can also recommend other golf pros if the player needs help with a specific skill or a more advanced coach. The golf pro can also recommend, clubs and other golf equipment as well as clothes, if asked.

[0096] A feature of the invention is that it assists players in getting excellent assistance from a golf pro, or, in the gaming embodiments, allows a user to gain experience that is actually applicable to playing golf or other sports. There are many products on the market that call themselves “golf caddies”; or by similar terms, but none of them actually provide a fraction of the assistance that a real living caddy provides. The only information they provide is the distance to various targets, and, if the system has been programmed extensively by the user, the club that should be used. Devices that provide club selection information have been available for a hundred years. As one simple example, a feature of the invention is that it provides the altitude of the golf course to the professional that is doing the coaching, in the systems that teaches the judgmental aspects, and in the range finder according to the invention. The distance a golf ball travels is as much dependent on the altitude of the course as well as whether one uses an eight iron or a nine iron. Yet, no previous “golf caddy” systems have provided this information.

[0097] Another feature of the invention is that it provides easily understandable communications with a pro, or in the gaming embodiment, with the user, regarding all factors important to the decision on what shot to make. For example, the grade, the slope of the ball position, all off which must be accurately reflected in judgmental decisions of the advice or practice, are all easily communicated.

[0098] There has been described a system and method that allows the average person to play in pro-amateur tournaments at low cost, for example one or two hundred dollars. The system also describes a personal coaching system for assisting a user in learning the strategic and judgmental aspects of a sport, and having numerous novel features. In just one aspect, we have described a sport call center herein. However, many other features have been described which support the learning of the judgmental aspects of a sport. It should be understood that the particular embodiments described within this specification are for purposes of example and should not be construed to limit the invention. It is evident that the various parts of the different embodiments described may be combined with each other, process steps may occur in a different order from that shown, or combined in a different manner, and additional features often found in software applications and websites may be added. Any of the specific features, processes or embodiments of the invention can be combined with any of the specific features, processes or embodiments. Further, it is evident that those skilled in the art may make numerous uses and modifications of the specific embodiment described, without departing from the inventive concepts. Equivalent structures and processes may be substituted for the various structures and processes described or a variety of different electronic elements may be used. Consequently, the invention is to be construed as embracing each and every novel feature and novel combination of features present in and/or possessed by the personal coaching apparatus and methods described.

I claim:

1. A method of playing golf in which a user can play against a professional golfer, said method comprising:
   a first professional (pro) golfer playing a round of golf at a selected golf course;
   recording the said round of golf to provide a first record of said first pro playing said selected golf course;
   storing said first pro first record;
   sometime later, which time is at least five days but may be a week, a month or more later, a plurality of amateurs playing a round of golf at said selected golf course and recording said rounds of golf of said amateurs, said recordings including at least the stroke score of each of said amateurs during their round;
   comparing said stroke scores of each of said amateurs to the stroke score of said first pro first record; and
   providing to each of said amateurs a plaque or other memorabilia showing said stroke score of said amateur and the stroke score of said first pro golfer for said round of golf.

2. A method as in claim 1 and further comprising recording said pro golfer playing a plurality of rounds of golf at said selected golf course a storing said recordings to provide a plurality of first pro records of rounds of golf at said selected golf course.

3. A method as in claim 2 wherein said comparing comprises selecting one of said plurality of said first pro records.

4. A method as in claim 3 wherein the one of said plurality of pro records is selected randomly from said plurality of first pro records.

5. A method as in claim 3 wherein said records include the weather conditions during each of said rounds and for each of said amateurs the one of said first pro records that is selected is the one in which the weather conditions are most similar to the weather conditions when said amateur plays the amateur round.

6. A method as in claim 1 wherein said recording comprises recording at least one round of golf at said selected golf course by each of a plurality of golf professionals and said comparing comprises selecting one of said plurality of golf pros and comparing the stroke score of a round played by said selected pro.

7. A method as in claim 6 and further comprising charging each of said amateurs for said comparison and paying said selected pro a portion of said charge.

8. A method as in claim 1 wherein said recordings includes a recording the shots made by said first pro during said round of golf and the shots made by each of said amateurs during their rounds and said comparing further includes comparing one or more of the shots made by said first pro to one or more of each of said amateurs.

9. A method as in claim 8 wherein an additional charge is made for said comparison of shots and a portion of said additional charge is paid to said selected pro.

10. A method of promoting the playing of golf at a golf course, said method comprising:
   recording one or more rounds of golf played by each of one or more golf professionals (pros) as said golf course;
   announcing a pro-am golf tournament inviting amateur golfers to play against said one or more professionals;
   recording an amateur round of golf played by each said amateur golfers playing in said tournament, said amateur rounds of golf played at least five days later than said one or more rounds of golf played by said on or more golf pros;
comparing a selected pro round of golf played by one of
said professionals to a selected amateur round of golf
played by a selected one of said amateurs; and
providing a plaque or other memorabilia recording said
comparison to said selected amateur.

* * * * *